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The latest CDC analysis investigated cancer data up to 2014.
Bottom line: the CDC found increases in brain, liver and thyroid cancers

in persons younger than 20 years of age . Read More

FEATURED STORIES

How to Protect Yourself and Your
Family 

by Devra Davis, Ph.D.

Except in for emergencies, mobile and cordless
phones should not be held next to the head. Get in
the habit of using corded landlines and
ethernet connected electronics whenever possible,
and provide them for others to use. Instead of
waiting for government action, here is what you
can do right now to reduce you and your family’s
microwave radiation exposures and footprints.
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"Bad Luck" Cannot Explain More
Cancers in Young Adults and
Teens

Reflecting growing scientific indications of damage
from microwave-radiating cell phones, bills the
Massachusetts legislature is working on could
reduce the risk factor of cell phone radiation in
unexplained cancers in young adults.

En français

Read More

“Now that we know Charlotte will
be one of just a dozen cities to get
5G from AT&T later this year,
lightning-fast cell service likely
isn’t the only thing we’re getting.”

Dr. Devra Davis is featured in this news report on
the thousands of 5G cell towers coming to
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Read More

Swiss Study Shows Memory Gaps
in Teens Tied to Phone Use

A recent Swiss study found that teens who used
phones regularly next to their brains had significant
deficits in spatial memory--a chilling thought for
any new drivers. This provides human
confirmation of what has previously been found
with experimental animals. Animals lose memory
of where to find food after being exposed to
cellphone radiation.

Petaluma California: Landmark
Vote For 500-foot Setbacks on 5G
Near Homes

On July 16, 2018, Petaluma City Council
in California took actions regarding small cells
"a.k.a. Close Proximity Microwave Radiation
Antenna – Wireless Telecommunications Facilities
(CPMRA-WTFs)".

Read More

Resources To Help You Take
Action On 5G

Environmental Health Trust has compiled several
key resources to ensure policy makers and
governments have the scientific resources they
need. Please take the time to review this list as
well as the linked 5G organizations.

Read More

5G is NG (No Good)! 
by Debbie Persampire

Our nation has a new and very serious issue that
will compromise our precious health. It is
spreading quickly and quietly because few people
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are aware and no one is speaking up about it.

Your Support Makes a Difference

DONATE NOW
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